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Passionately communicating the love of God to hurting kids in a gentle way  
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others see. Ministering to them has opened my eyes about how 

we grieve, and the need for each of us to grieve our losses well. 

     Research has identified five basic stages of grieving. Denial, 

anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance. There are no 

rules here; the process does not need to be sequential. Each 

person experiences loss in a unique way, but it seems that we all 

touch on these five areas at some point.  It is important to under-

stand that grief is primarily an emotional process, not a cognitive 

one. We need to feel our way through this dark journey, more 

than we need to think our way through. This is an important point 

to grasp as you encounter others who are suffering loss. We so 

often try to help them by giving them theological information; they 

would be much better served if you came alongside them to feel 

the pain with them. 

     Denial. Denial is the first response of the human heart to the 

death of a loved one. The reason is simple. Our hearts were not 

made for this brutal place. Adam and Eve did not have an      

expiration date. Death was not a part of the original design in 

Eden. When sin entered the garden, it brought death along with it. 

No wonder silent disbelief is the initial reaction of the human heart 

to death! It is as if we simply don’t know how to assimilate the 

ugly, final reality of the losses we suffer. 

     Anger. When the brutal truth does sink in, anger is typically 

the first thing to surface. Our hearts move from the frozen posture 

of denial into rage. When there is no obvious target for such rage, 

the anger is often directed at God. I have met countless kids who 

are expressing rage at God for allowing the death of a loved one.  

     I am reminded of the passage in John 11 that depicts the 

death and resurrection of Lazarus. Lazarus and his sisters had 

become close friends of Jesus. Although Jesus and the disciples 

were often forced to sleep outdoors because of the pressures of 

     The kids we serve are faced with numerous setbacks;    

problems so overwhelming that they are forced to live in      

treatment programs. One of the most common difficulties is the 

occurrence of death of close family members. It seems like a 

majority of these youth have lost someone close to them. Many 

experience death because of violence or vicious accidents. 

Others suffer loss through natural causes. Countless kids in 

residential are grieving because a mom or dad has gone to 

prison. I met one child whose twin was run over in the street just 

a few feet away. That sudden loss drove the child into immedi-

ate self-harm, depression, and suicidal impulses. Another young 

lady suffered the loss of her father when he was arrested and 

incarcerated. Mom was incarcerated next, and she was sent to 

live with grandma. Soon after, her grandmother died of natural 

causes. The compounding weight of these losses left her    

suicidal, depressed, and without any care for her own life. Her 

behavior reflected a heart that was indifferent to the outcomes in 

her life. Simple things like school attendance and engaging in 

friendships no longer had any appeal.  

     It is not unusual to meet children who have suffered the loss 

of parents because those parents are unwilling or unable to care 

for them. Many of these kids are blessed to have a stable 

grandparent step in to provide a safe home for them. I see this 

arrangement more and more frequently in our community;   

parents who drop out of their responsibilities and grandparents 

who are forced to fill the void. This arrangement leaves the child 

set up for the early loss of their primary caregiver due to natural 

causes. When a child tells me that his grandpa died, it is often a 

much more significant loss than I realize. Whatever the reason, 

these children are suffering from invisible wounds that few   
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     Last week I attended a conference that used multiple different movie clips, book references, and Biblical            

narratives to facilitate times of prayer, inner healing, and spiritual motivation. During this conference, I couldn’t help 

but think back a week earlier to my introduction as a Chaplain to the Great Circle Campus in Springfield. After being 

introduced, I immediately began asking kids about their favorite movies and what books they like to read. Without 

being fully aware of it, I was trying to use common narratives to connect with them. This approach is similar to what  

I experienced at the conference. I was attempting to connect with them over stories.  

     Over and over again, this idea of story keeps popping up as central to        

human desire and experience. We communicate almost everything to one    

another in stories (‘let me tell you about my day…’), gather around televisions 

to enjoy stories, read through them in our newsfeeds, and relish in them at   

family gatherings, small groups, and Sunday morning sermons. Story seems to 

be intrinsic to humanity. We not only write them, tell them, and seek them, we    

also live in a story. Our story is called the Gospel. 

     There has been quite a reduction of the “good news” over the last few         

centuries. Rather than being seen as an invitation into a vibrant story that finds  

its climax in the work of Jesus Christ, we have morphed the gospel into a quick 

fix method of getting people “saved” from the terrors of hellfire. The Gospel is 

truly an epic invitation to participate in the life of God for the sake of the world, 

but has been sanded down and reduced to, ‘You are going to hell. You need       

a savior.’ No doubt, this issue of salvation is an aspect of the story, but it            

is not the Gospel itself!  

     The Gospel is the story of God who creates a beautiful universe and blesses 

humanity to rule over it. Humans abandon their calling to love God and rule 

over creation, and darkness befalls our condition. For years, God patiently works with Israel, trying to draw them into 

a loving relationship that will expand His salvation and love to the ends of the earth. But both humanity and Israel fail 

the task. So, God himself comes in human likeness to redeem us by his life, death, resurrection, and ascension! He 

then puts His Spirit in us, empowering us to bring His love and salvation to the ends of the earth until He one day 

restores creation completely and makes all things new! 

     Thinking through this Gospel narrative and the stories that we so often enjoy has shaped the way that I approach 

spiritual direction to adolescents and children (and to everyone for that matter). Salvation is not primarily about   

escaping eternal torment, but about being freed from a meaningless, story-less existence and brought into God’s 

grand narrative! The Gospel that we are to proclaim is God’s mission to restore all things.  His invitation to broken 

human beings is to experience this restoration and join in that mission!  

     Paul very clearly writes to the Corinthian Church that he wants them to remember the Gospel that was preached 

to them (1 Cor 15). He then goes on to explain that Gospel as Christ’s work occurring in accordance with the Law and 

the Prophets and His commissioning of the Apostles to go into the world! The passage ends with an exhortation to 

know that Christ has defeated death and that we as His people look forward to resurrection and new creation! This 

Gospel, this story, is what Paul says we are being “saved” by. May we begin to see ourselves as participants in God’s 

overarching story and invite all people to participate in it as well!  

For more information about seeing the  
Gospel as story, read Scot McKnight’s  

book, The King Jesus Gospel 
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His ministry, Lazarus’ home had become a safe haven that Jesus often visited.  John recorded 

the scene of Lazarus’ funeral in the eleventh chapter of his gospel. 
32 When Mary reached the place where Jesus was and saw him, she fell at his feet and 

said, “Lord, if you had been here, my brother would not have died.”33 When Jesus saw her 

weeping, and the Jews who had come along with her also weeping, he was deeply moved 

in spirit and troubled. 34 “Where have you laid him?” he asked. “Come and see, Lord,” they 

replied. 35 Jesus wept. 36 Then the Jews said, “See how he loved him!” 37 But some of them 

said, “Could not he who opened the eyes of the blind man have kept this man from dying?” 
38 Jesus, once more deeply moved, came to the tomb. 

     Here we see Jesus grieving his good friend, and He is grieving well. We see tears and   

overwhelming sadness. But something else is buried in this passage. As he approaches the 

tomb in verse 38, John says that Jesus is deeply moved. This is no weak-kneed sadness, as 

many suspect. The Greek word John uses here is embrimaomai. The verb literally describes the 

angry snort of a war horse. Other definitions include an expression of strong indignation; i.e.,   

‘to roar with rage.’   

     Jesus knows that in a few moments, he will miraculously call Lazarus to come stumbling out 

of the grave. He is already aware of the awe and disbelief that will wash over the crowd,       

followed by tears of joy, and an epic party that will last long into the night. He is anticipating the 

exultation that will erupt in just a couple of minutes. But He pauses and allows Himself to deeply 

grieve a painful loss. He expresses the deep sadness as well as the fiery anger that is welling 

up from within. 

     Bargaining. During this period, the mind is consumed with wishful thinking, replaying the 

incident and imagining alternate outcomes. I have met so many people who were obsessed with 

the idea that they should have died rather than the actual person who was lost. Survivor’s guilt 

permeates this space; a deep conviction that the grieving person should not have survived the 

situation. Losing a sibling in a horrific accident in the street leaves you wondering why you were 

missed by that speeding truck. Again, the bargaining is often engaged on a spiritual level. Like 

expressions of rage against God, bargaining with God may spill into some strange theological 

ground. It is easy to admonish a grieving person that they should not be angry at God. Perhaps 

we should correct their approach, letting them know that God cannot be bargained with.       

Unfortunately, such well-intentioned interventions simply serve to shut a grieving person down.  

     Depression. Anger is explosive; depression is an implosion. Anger is a movement out and 

against others, depression is a movement inward and against self. Depression has been     

described as anger collapsing backward toward me. When my rage and bargaining become 

fruitless, the finality of loss causes a spiral into depression. Appetite and sleeping patterns are 

affected. Energy levels drop. Hobbies and interests lose their appeal. Social interaction dries up. 

Depression collapses my world and leaves me focused on the pain of loss. It is important to 

understand that depressed individuals are not choosing to be depressed. Depression is not 

primarily a cognitive experience. We don’t think our way out of depression. Some of the most 

painful wounds have come to people who are in the throes of depression when they are given 

trite religious responses to their pain. 

     “The joy of the Lord is your strength.”  

     “All things work together for good” (that’s not actually what that verse even says, but I hear it 

all the time; see Romans 8) 
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     “We need to celebrate; he is in heaven now. Absent from the body is present with the Lord.” 

     Such comments leave the depressed individual doubly cursed; she is being swamped by waves of 

overwhelming sadness. At the same time, she is bearing the burden of being a religious failure who 

cannot make herself embrace the ‘joy of the Lord.’  We often use such passages, trying to force     

activity and lift her sadness. Such interventions are a rejection of her grief. We would be better to heed 

another passage in these moments, and intentionally choose to press into the deep emotion of the 

moment. 

      Rejoice with those who rejoice, weep with those who weep. Romans 12:5. 

     Acceptance. Acceptance is the final identified stage of grieving, a stage where the suffering person 

comes to terms with the loss. Acceptance allows a person to continue engaging with life without their 

loved one who is gone. Those who refuse to grieve well don’t arrive at acceptance easily. When we 

shut down emotions like anger and depression, our path to acceptance is cut off. Instead of embracing 

the hard work of grieving, we can get frozen in the pain of the loss, making little progress. 

     My children have taught me how stunted my own adult grieving process can be. Kids have not been 

socialized into muting their own grief. They mourn the loss of every little thing they suffer. They cry at a 

dropped lollipop, they wail and rage when they have to go home from the park. They thoroughly grieve 

every tiny loss. Adults, on the other hand, choke back tears and rigidly stare into space at the funerals 

of their own loved ones, unable to express the deep pain that is welling up from within. Kids in        

residential facilities have taught me a lot about how to help others grieve. But the greatest lesson these 

hurting kids have shown me is how poorly I grieve myself. I have a long ways to grow in this area!  

     At the grave of Lazarus Jesus modeled for us a healthy approach to grieving, expressing outwardly 

the emotions that were washing over Him. He was free to grieve. But I do not think Jesus was a robot. I 

don’t think He was internally indifferent and externally weeping so that you and I could get a good   

Sunday School lesson out of it. This was no theological performance for the sake of teaching.         

Jesus shed tears because his heart was broken at the loss of a dear friend.  

He was true, inside and out. And I am learning to be true, too. Inside and out. 
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